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loader scale
The Legaloader EZ loader scale
is absolutely the easiest scale
to use and maintain. The accuracy is well within 1% on most
loaders and the bright easy to
read display makes loading 24
hours a day a breeze. On-site
supervised installation will ensure that when finished you will
know from then on your trucks
will be loaded properly and
your operators are more productive as a result.
The Legaloader EZ loader scale provides all the features an operator needs for fast,
accurate readouts of single and accumulated load weight totals in front-end loaders,
fork lifts, container lifts or other hydraulic lift equipment.

Features












Continuous Lifting Movement
Time Proven Magnetic Switch Operation
Bright LCD display
Full-Digit Weight Display up to 999,990
Automatic “zero”
Automatic “add”
Reweigh option for last bucket weight
Simple Calibration Procedure
Rugged, Durable, and Shock Resistant
Space-Saving size
On-site supervised installation anywhere
in North America

Viking Scales, Inc.
www.vikingscales.com
sales@vikingscales.com

accuracy in motion

Call us today at:
(512) 917-3712
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Loader Scale

The Legaloader EZ has all the features an operator needs for fast, accurate
readouts of single and accumulated load weight totals in front-end loaders, fork lifts
or other hydraulic lift equipment.

How the Legaloader EZ system works

Two pressure transducers tapped into the loader’s main hydraulic lift lines sense the pressure required to lift the bucket. The Legaloader EZ converts this pressure reading into a
weight reading when the bucket is raised past the magnetic switches. Digital display in the
cab shows the weight of each bucket and the accumulation reading, which can be reset for
the next load.

What’s new about the Legaloader EZ

This redesigned scale is a refinement of the popular Legaloader series of scales, first put
into service over a three decades ago. The new design is smaller and lighter yet retains durability and accuracy demanded by industry professionals.

Viking Scales, Inc. Provides a Technical Representative For Installation and Supervision
The small 5.5”H x 5.5”W x 2.75”D Legaloader EZ can be installed in any front-end loader,
fork lift, and most hydraulic lifting devices (call us for specific application), and we send a
Technical Rep to supervise installation and instruct your personnel in the most efficient usage. Legaloader EZ’s are sold and serviced world-wide by “the folks who don’t mind a
little dirt on their boots.”

Field Tested and Proven

Each Legaloader EZ has been thoroughly field-tested and is so rugged and reliable, we
back it with a full two-year limited warranty. The durable all-metal enclosure is highly resistant to extreme conditions of dust, moisture, heat and cold.

Features

Time Proven Magnetic Switch Permits Continuous Lifting Movement
Bright LCD displays
Full-Digit Weight Display up to 999,990
Automatic “zero”
Automatic “add”
Reweigh feature lets the operator adjust the final bucket before the it’s loaded into the truck.
Universal Shock Absorbent Mounting System to permit installation almost anywhere in the cab.
Optional Printer Available

Specifications

Maximum bucket weight 99,990
Maximum accumulated weight 999,990
Accuracy +- 1/2 of 1 percent to 1 1/2 percent
Power supply 12 VDC or 24 VDC
Size of unit 5.5“ x 5.5” x 2.75”
Shipping weight approx. 20 pounds
Can be calibrated to read in pounds, tons or kilos.
Made, with pride, in the USA and warranted for a full 2 years.

